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The December meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday, December 6th
at 8s 1$ pm, in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium.

Although regular meetings are usually

held on the second Thursday of each month, we are departing from tradition this month

only - due to the Philosophical Society meeting, whose date in December would co-incide
with our normal meeting night.

The speaker for our December meeting will be Dr, G.D. Garland, Associate Head of

the University of Alberta Department of Physics.
Astronomical, Terrestrial, and Atomic.»

Dr. Garland's topic will be "Clocks -

Dr. Garland's work in the past has included

research on glaciation, Earth currents, and seismology.

The Seismology Laboratory

opened this fall east of Leduc, was placed under his supervision.

He is currently the

Secretary of the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics.

Garry Marliss will present this month's featurette?

and Dr, H.A. MacGregor will

deliver the Handbook Talk.

The recently-approved principle of introducing the guest speaker at 9 pm sharp regardless of the business to be transacted - will be inaugurated at this meeting.

For

that reason, President Trainor is asking all members to be in attendance at 8sl5 sharp,
so that the business portion of the meeting may be concluded by the nine o'clock deadline,

CALGARY CENTRE DINNER...

The Calgary Centre of the R.A.S.C. will be holding its annual dinner meeting on
Wednesday, December 12th. A number of members in the Edmonton Centre have expressed an
interest in attending this special meeting.
All those who are interested in travelling to Calgary to join our good friends there,
should contact Ian McLennan at the December meeting.
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STAR NIGHT, 1963...
As announced at the November Edmonton Centre meeting, a special committee in charge
of arrangements for next year's STAR NIGHT project has been appointed. Members will be

pleased to hear that the Chairman, Franklin Loehde, has procured the services of two
very capable members of the Society to work with him on this committee. They are William

Burley, and Dr. H. W. Taylor. As we have mentioned before, STAR NIGHT, 1963*, may see
the first positive steps toward the acquisition of an observatory for Edmonton.

We are counting on everyone in the Society to help make the 1963 project the biggest

Star Night ever held in Canada I

Mr. Ken Pawson of the Calgary Centre will be attending the Alberta Land Surveyors
Meeting in Edmonton on Monday, January 21st and Tuesday, January 22nd, and would be
willing to address the Edmonton Centre of the R.A.S.C. on his expedition in Antarctica on Sunday evening, January 20th at 8sl$ p.m,

A tentative suggestion is to hold two meetings in January.

The program at the

regular meeting on January 10th would consist, in addition to the business meeting, of

short reports on topics of current interest, for examples the success of the Canadian
satellite "Alouette** and the success or failure of the Venus probe. Since Mr, Pawson

states that his talk, with slides requires 1^ hours to present, the meeting on

January 20th could be confined to the talk alone.

An expression of opinion, favoring

or opposing the suggestion, will be solicited from the membership at the December 6th

meeting,

*****

This issue marks the debut of a new feature

in Stardust, The secretary8 s summary of the
paper presented at the previous meeting will
now be printed rather than read.

This will

enable members to review the talk at leisure,
while at the same time, expediting the read

ing of the minutes,

APPLICATION OF ATOMIC FHYSICS TO ASTROPHYSICS

presented by Dra H, W0 Taylor

Positional astronomy deals with the motions of the stars. Astrophysics attempts to
apply laboratory physics to the analysis of stars, galactic structure, etc. The sun
radiates energy at fantastic rates. It loses mass at the rate of four million tons per
second.

According to Einstein's theory, it radiates energy according to the formula
E - MC squared

The velocity of light (C) is very great. The mass may be small but the product will be

very great.

So we have incredible amounts of energy. If chemical burning were taken as

the cause of all the energy, (C * O2 - C02) the sun would burn out in 2,£00 years. Its

temperature is 5700K at the surface and 10' at the center. If thermal energy is consid

ered, the sun would burn out in 30 million years.

This period is also too short.

we try gravitational energy, the sun's life would be 60 million years. For a pure

If

hydrogen sun (if we could take one per cent of this amount by nuclear energy,) the sun
would last 1011 years. This time is appropriately long.

Qgn The typical atom has electrical force rather than gravitational. The hydrogen atom,

v-/ as shown, has a central proton with a charge of positive electricity, and ah electron

charged with negative electricity circling around it. So it is electrically neutral, A
neutron may be added without giving it an electrical charge,

protons + neutrons - mass number

•
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He explained how heavy water was made, and the composition of Carbon 12,

Thermo-nuclear reactions need a big and expensive machine to take protons and
neutrons and accelerate them to tremendous velocities. The temperature of the gas being
used must also be raised, and collisions encouraged. The temperature must be many billions
of degrees C - it is not a kitchen job I Usually a model is constructed and its behavior
observed. If a static model of a star is chosenj it is assumed that its shape is spher
ical, its mass constant, its luminosity constant, that it does not rotate, has no magnetic
field, has no "spots" and is in perfect equilibrium.

Stars are divided into "young stars" and ^Id stars", It is believed that our
galaxy was once an enormous gas cloud. A cloud of hydrogen gas moves around. It is
subject to outside pressure. Particles collide. Certain regions condense and become
denser. There is a tendency to form spherical masses. Rotation begins and speed increases
as the mass shrinks. It throws out material to form a belt, thus

Young stars are richer in heavy elements. He showed charts on the screen on a log
arithmic scale, showing the composition of types of stars. Conversion of hydrogen to
helium takes billions of years. The hydrogen becomes scarce. The helium moves outward.

The central temperature becomes 100 million degrees K, The heated atoms now form Be", C^
0l6? and Ne12, We now get a "red giant", which later shrinks to a "white dwarf", Instab

ility may result in the blowing up of the core, a '"super-nova". After the first manmade atomic explosion in the atmosphere, some of the products were heavier than uranium.
Interstellar gaseous materials may join the stars - so we account for the heavier elements
in space,
Alex Stockwell

Secretary

A tip of the R.A„SoC. hat to Fred Jensen, George Williams, and
Alex Stockwell for their work with the Girl Guides in recent
weeks,

Fred Jensen has spent' the past few Saturday evenings with one
large group of guides.... and among the teaching aids he has
employed, are the film UNIVERSE, and the November planetarium
presentation, "Man and the Stars.w

On several occasions in the

past, George Williams has devoted a great deal of time in handling
guide and scout groups.
Alex Stockwell is now getting ready to
test Fred's group at the completion of their current course.

Our congratulations to George and Caroline Williams on the birth December 2nd, of a
little daughter. Teresa Doris weighed in at 8 pounds, 3 ounces. Mother and daughter

both doing well.

Father is expected to recover.

We're expecting to see a number of late-night aurora reports coming from George in the
near future.
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The sad and mournful night
Hath yet her multitude of cheerful fires?
The glorius host of light
Walk the dark hemisphere till she retires?

THE OBSERVER'S CORNER

All through her silent watches, gliding slow,
Her constellations come, and climb the heavens, and go,
- Bryant.
METEOR SHOWERS:

Despite extensive preparations for the observation of the Leonid Meteor Shower on November

16th, the program was curtailed due to a heavy bank of clouds which had been hovering over the

Edmonton area for several days.

Speculation had run high that the shower may have been a

spectacular one - due to an apparent 33 and 66 year cycle - as described in a recent issue of

SKY AND TELESCOPE.

To this date, no reports have been received from other areas which would

suggest that a spectacular shower was seen.

The December Geminid Meteor Shower is due in a few days, with a maximum number of meteors
predicted for December 13th. Observations of this shower will be hampered by a moon two days
past full phase. Under normal conditions, a single-observer rate of fifty meteors per hour is

average.

The duration of the display (to one-quarter maximum strength) is six days.

Despite

the bright moon, a casual glance at the sky for a few moments should reveal one of nature's
dazzling spectacles - a fireball. Extraordinarily bright fireballs should be carefully recorded
and submitted to Bill Cable for submission to the Meteor Research Centre at Ottawa.

Gary Finley, one of the active young observers in the Edmonton Centre, has recently devised
an ingenious 'model' spectroscope, the total cost of which
came to about 2$<£, In a recent order to Edmund Scientific

/^spectrum

Company, he included out of curiosity, a piece of diffraction

slit

diffraction

grating

objective

grating replica. After some experimenting, he put it in a
— -small box with an objective lens, and a razor blade which
provides the necessary narrow slit.
-So far, it has clearly shown the difference between mercury
"vapor, flourescent, and incandescent lights. Gary is further

experimenting with the spectroscope - by mounting it on his
kj inch reflecting telescope.

While on the subject of our younger observers, we would like to give a big bouquet to
Art Pederson of Winterburn, for his diligent observations of the northern lights. Every clear
evening finds Art scanning the heavens in search for auroral displays in the north, where he has
a clear, unobstructed view.

The Observers' Group ESSAY CONTEST will close on Thursday, February lUth - the date of that

month's regular meeting. The winning entry will entitle its author to a $5.00 award. The
observer will also present it is a featurette during the March meeting. The contest is open to
all the young observers. A reminder here that the essay should be restricted to 750 words.
President Trainor has asked Mr. S.F. Page to be in charge of the contest. Entries will be
judged on structure, clarity, and originality. The age and educational experience of the observer
will also be considered in the final judging.

Many Edmonton Centre members will remember meeting a fine couple from Lethbridge, during the
R.A.S.C. General Assembly in May. Charlie and Mona Clark first visited
Edmonton some months prior to the Assembly, and toured the planetarium returning again for the national meeting. They recently sent a letter
to us, along with a photograph which Mr. Clark had taken of Venus before
it reached conjunction with the Sun early in November. The photograph,
clearly showing the crescent phase of Venus was taken at noon on Nov. 2nd.
We have included here, a drawing which closely represents the view. It's
always nice to hear from you two J

m

r
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DUTCH ECLIPSE EXPEDITIONS

The Government of Holland has recently sent a request to the Alberta Motor Association

regarding the accessibility of sites along the 1963 total solar eclipse path in Northern Canada.
In its request, the 'Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam' at Utrect noted

that six or seven people would accompany the expedition, and would be carrying fifty pakages of
equipment totalling nearly 5,000 kilograms. Dr. J. Houtgast, Secretary of the Netherlands Eclipse
Committee noted that somewhere around the west shore of Great Slave Lake would probably suit their
purposes. The A„M.A. recommended that the MacKenzie Highway to Slave Lake be used to transport
the expedition and its equipment the major portion of the trip north, with lake barges to be
utilized the remaining few miles to an adequate site.

The Committee has been informed of the Edmonton Centre's interest in the eclipse? and we

may soon expect to hear directly from the Agency. Anyone having ideas to be submitted to the
Dutch astronomers, and to other interested groups, is asked to contact an executive member of
the Centre.

With the total eclipse just more than seven months away, members of the Centre who are
interested in travelling north to see the event should begin making preparations soon. There

are, of course, several alternatives.

One of the most attractive of these is the Annual General Assembly of the American Astro

nomical Society, which will be held in Fairbanks, Alaska next July, co-inciding with the eclipse.
A few members may wish to share car expenses for such a trip. Another possibility is a flight

due north to either Uranium City, or to Yellowknife. Although nothing definite can be said about
this possibility yet, arrangements may be made for a specified number of Edmonton Centre members

t

,ake in such an expedition at a relatively small cost.

The third major possibility is a trip east, to either Ontario, Quebec, or the State of
Maine. The Montreal and Quebec City Centres of our Society are planning field trips to a number
of scattered sites - in order to guarantee a view of the spectacle by a least a few of the members.
Members of our Centre who collaborate with Montreal or Quebec members will surely receive
a warm welcome there, as a result of the many new friends from these fine'cities - made during the
May General Assembly.
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Beam of the SunJ

Wiat will thou be about, far seeing one,
° raother of mine eyes, 0 star supreme,
In time of day
'

Reft from us? Why, 0 why hast thou perplexed
The might of man,
And wisdom's way,

Rushing forth on a darksome track?
- Pindar, Paean EC,
On the solar eclipse
of April 30th, k&3 B.C.

PLANETARIUM NOTES

In the past several days, plastering crews have been working in the Planetarium Star Theatre

smoothing out the texture of the dome's interior. This is designed to allow better^rojected

'

images of the stars, planets, and galaxies. Upon completion of this job, starting Saturday, Dec.
the annual, and popular presentation, "The Star of Christmas" will be featured. Manv R.A.S C
members have seen this show in the past two Christmas seasons. The show, which attempts to
illustrate the theories concerning the appearance of the Star of Bethlehem, has received wide

Sgrtitott/SE ^eaZreTy0ne ^ thS CeDtre haS ^ W**"* t0 - this year's holiday
— Ian McLennan,

•
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The Royal Astronomical Society of Canada5
Edmonton Centre,
Financial Statement....
Incomes

1961-62 Bank Balances
Handbookss

Star Nights
From National Assocs

Postage & Exchanges
Membership duess

$375.66
8.50
12ii,50
85,61
8.58

20^,00

$801,85

Dr, HoA. MacGregor, Treasurer.

National Assembly?
Programss
Meanook trips

Stationerys

National Assembly?
Star Night expenses
Interest on depositss

I13U..00
66,22
279.60

Social hours

9.95
22,50

Travel, guest speakers

30.00

Miscellaneous
Balance in acc<

Oct 10, '62:

12,15
188.99

180.00

E.T.S.s

19.50

Corsage, Miss Northcotts
A.G. Telephoness
Tie pin, Dr, Millmans

6.30
12.50

Sundries?

29.30

Disbursements s

National Assoc, 2/3 dues:

$ 55*22
8.00

$310.82

1962 Star Nights;
Gate receiptss
Less tent rentals
Less lumbers

$121;. 50
U0.00
1U.U0

Less projector rentals

u.oo

$ 66.10

$801,85
abilitiess $5.00 on Social hours.
Assetss That equipment purchased in previous years by Social Committee.
Unappraised library
*_~ac

Rubber name stamp
Handbooks, former years.

Certified correct,

Audited October 13, 1962.
FROM THE EDITOR:

Due to a large number of articles printed each month in STARDUST, there is usually very

little room for editorializing. This, I think, is a healthy situation. However, as this is the
last issue before Christmas, I would like to commandeer this space to express my appreciation to

young observers and older members alike, for the many fine articles contributed.

I have sincerely enjoyed the term as Editor, and appreciate the vote of confidence for
another year. There have been a number of format changes in STARDUST, of which I hope you approve.
We have been especially fortunate in obtaining the talented services of George Williams, whose
cartoons and sketches have received many favourable comments. I would also like to acknowlege
the many hours my husband, Ian, has devoted to STARDUST. I don't believe one single issue has
gone to press without his help and guidance.

It is my wish that each and every member enjoys the holiday season to the fullest, and finds
happiness in the coming New Year.

STARDUST, Published Monthly by
the Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C.

EDITOR,

Mrs. Adrienne McLennan,

